Year 9 Elective Subject Selection
Handbook 2022

Introduction for Parents
Darwin Middle School has adopted an approach to year 9 where students are provided with an
engaging and meaningful curriculum. Year 9 is the first year that students make choices about
their education. We ask that you discuss your child’s interests and what they would like to do over
the year. The elective program provides agency for students to be in charge of their educational
journey. It also prepares students with a taste of thinking about their future before the far more
daunting choices of the NTCE
Electives are selected from across the learning areas and students are encouraged to consider a
range of studies. Year 9 is a time when students begin to develop a strong awareness of areas of
interest and strength. Providing students with the opportunity to explore a variety of electives
supports them to engage in learning, try new subjects and begin to articulate their direction for
their senior studies.
Please note: Darwin Middle School cannot guarantee that all students will get their first
four choices

Information
This guide contains important information regarding the elective subject offerings for Year 9 2022.
If you require assistance in understanding this document or in ensuring your child has the correct
educational pathway, please contact DMS Administration and the relevant Curriculum Senior will
contact you to provide further information.

Compulsory Core Subjects

At Year 9, students experience a combination of compulsory core units and elective units. Within
this, students have the opportunity to choose their electives each semester. The following
compulsory core subjects, in accordance with the Australian Curriculum are all taught at Darwin
Middle School in year 9 and fit into the pattern below.
•
•
•
•
•

English
Humanities (History & Geography)
Mathematics
Science
Health/PE*

Yr 9 Pattern Core
Semester 1 English
Semester 2 English

Core
History
Geography

Core
Core
Mathematics Science
Mathematics Science

Elective
*
*

Elective
*
*

*All students must select one semester of Health/PE in their Year 9 pattern in either the 1st or 2nd
semester. Placement will depend on the students subject choices.

Health and Physical Education (compulsory) information
Health & Physical Education presents a program of physical activity and promotes the benefits of
a healthy lifestyle. Please note that the Health & Physical Education course does not attract a
semester fee, however over the duration of the course there may be some associated costs with
excursions and entry fees.
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Language Information
In Year 9, the study of a language is not compulsory. Year 9 students can choose to continue to
study the language they pursed in Year 8. The commitment to studying a language is for the whole
year. The same languages will be offered subject to staffing and student interest:
• Chinese
• Greek
• Indonesian
• Japanese
If your child studies a language in Year 9 at Darwin Middle School they will be able to enrol in:
• a Stage 1 Language Continuers Course in Year 10 at Darwin High School
• a Stage 2 Language Continuers Course in Year 11 at Darwin High School
By continuing language in Year 9 your child will keep their options open for future study.
Please read the following information and discuss the selections with your child before filling in their
preferences on the Subject Selections Online.
In Year 9 all subject units are one semester long (20 weeks). Students must select 4 Units
Course
Type
Duration
Subjects*

Performing Arts

Health & PE

Semester One only
Production
Drama
Costumes-Textiles
Props & Stage-VA
Pit Band-Music
AV Technical-Music

One Semester
HPE (compulsory)

Arts &Technology

Languages

One Semester
One Year
Media Arts
Chinese
Textiles & Design
Indonesian
HPE Electives
Music
Japanese
Aquatic Sports
Student Industry
Greek
Athlete Development Visual Arts
Sport & Recreation
Food & Nutrition
Drama
Dance
Multi Media
*Please note: Subject offerings may vary depending upon student interest and staffing

Recommended Study Patterns
Students are required to select 4 elective units for the year.
These units are delivered over 2 subject lines. In semester one next year these subject lines or
“lines” expand to 4 subject lines in order to accommodate our schools combined year 8 & 9
annual production. These lines realign in Semester 2.
Students have already been placed in their compulsory core subject units. Students need to
select 2 elective subjects per semester
Based on the above information, there are two recommended study patterns:
1. Language Preference: Students study Language for the entire year. They must select
1 HPE unit in either semester 1 or 2. They then choose their second elective from either
Health or Physical Activity OR Arts & Technology.

Semester One
Line 1
Language
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Semester Two
Line 2
Line 1
HPE or Arts & Tech Language
or Production

Line 2

HPE or Arts & Tech

For example:
Semester One
Line 1
Greek

Line 2

Multimedia

Semester Two
Line 1
Greek

Line 2

HPE (compulsory)

2. Production preference with a Language: Students study Language for the entire
year. Students are accepted into one of the production classes in semester one. Must
choose HPE in semester 2

Semester One
Line 1
Language
For example:
Semester One
Line 1
Chinese

Line 2
Production

Line 2
CostumesTextiles

Semester Two
Line 1

Line 2

Semester Two
Line 1
Chinese

Line 2
HPE (Compulsory)

Language

HPE (Compulsory)

3. Non Language preference: Students do not study Language in Year 9. Students
choose 1 HPE unit in either semester 1 or 2.

Semester One
Line 1
Production

HPE or Arts & Tech

Line 2

Semester Two
Line 1

Line 2

Semester Two
Line 1
HPE(Compulsory)

Line 2
Visual Arts

Production
HPE or Arts & Tech HPE or Arts & Tech
HPE or Arts & Tech

For example:
Semester One
Line 1
Line 2
Production-Drama Food & Nutrition

4. HPE preference: Students do not study Language in Year 9. Students choose 1 HPE
elective unit in semester 1 and the compulsory HPE in semester 2.

Semester One
Line 1
Production

Line 2

Semester Two
Line 1

Line 2

HPE or Arts & Tech

Production
HPE or Arts & Tech HPE or Arts & Tech
HPE or Arts & Tech

For example:
Semester One
Line 1
HPE-Sport & Rec

Line 2
Food & Nutrition

Semester Two
Line 1
HPE (Compulsory)

Line 2
Visual Arts
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Elective Subjects on offer for 2022

Please note: The electives on offer will only run if numbers permit and may change due to unforeseen circumstances.

Languages

The study of a language is important for many reasons. In our multicultural world of global travel
and commerce the ability to speak a second language can enhance student’s school and post
school options in the workforce. Learning a second language develops positive attitudes to other
cultures and reinforces the rich multicultural heritage that exists in our school and local
community.

SUBJECT
9 Chinese
LEARNING AREA

# Covers material costs

Chinese- Mandarin

CODE
Languages

COST

9LCH

$20#

This course develops students’ reading, writing, speaking and listening skills and also caters for
background speakers. The main topics covered include: Chinese Food and Culture; Travelling
around China; In the Shops and marketplace; Students also develop an understanding of Chinese
art and culture.

SUBJECT
9 Greek
LEARNING AREA

# Covers material costs

Greek- Modern Greek
CODE
Languages

COST

9LGK

$20#

This course develops students’ reading, writing, speaking, and listening skills; and caters for
background speakers. The main topics covered included Greek Carnival called Apokries, Greek
Clothing, Celebrations and Events, Greek Easter, Greek Independence Day, The Odyssey/Ancient
Greece, Geography, Food/Drink, ordering at a Taverna, creating your own Greek Restaurant,
designing your own Greek House, Career pathways in Greek, learning about Greek
Culture/Traditions, and Ancient Greek Mythology. Students will also participate in many language
activities such as interactive games and role-plays to further develop an appreciation and
understanding of Greek culture and history.
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Indonesian- Bahasa

SUBJECT
9 Indonesian
LEARNING AREA
Languages

CODE

# Covers material costs

COST

9LIN

$20#

The course covers four primary communication skills: speaking, listening, reading and
writing. The topics covered are telling times, daily activities, at home, in a marketplace,
my city and occupations. Besides learning the language, the students are taught about
Indonesian cultures through storytelling and Indonesian folktales to enhance the students
understanding of Indonesian culture in a fun and engaging way. The course is also
designed to remind the students to use their time wisely, don’t’ be afraid to dream big and
find a way to make their dreams come true. It emphasises the power of big dreams
supported by hard work instilled with the concept of Indonesian values of respect,
tolerance and understanding.

SUBJECT
Japanese
LEARNING AREA
Languages

# Covers material costs

Japanese

CODE

COST

9LJP

$20#

This course covers four necessary communication skills: speaking, listening, reading and writing in
Japanese. Topics covered are: Daily Routine; School Life and Afterschool Activities; Hobbies and
Sports; and Holidays. Various aspects of Japanese culture are taught, as well as the way people
communicate through Japanese language. Through this, students will develop an appreciation and
respect for other cultures and their own.
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Physical Education Subjects
Health and Physical Education – General (Compulsory)

(Classes may be divided into girls / boys / mixed classes)
SUBJECT Health & Physical Education
CODES
9HPEG / 9HPEB /
9HPEM
LEARNING
Health & Physical Education
COST
Nil
AREA
Movement & Physical Activity Component: Students participate in both team and individual
sports. The games and sports covered can be classified into; net and wall games, striking and
fielding, target games and invasion games. There is an emphasis on the further development of
specific movement skills, concepts and strategies. Year 9 students work collaboratively with their
peers to develop and refine leadership skills, demonstrate fair-play and provide and apply feedback
on specialised movement skills and performances.
Personal, Social and Community Health component: Students will further develop their
understanding, attitudes, values and awareness of the two focus areas; Alcohol and Other Drugs
and Respectful Relationships (Love Bites). The health program is based on a values education
model where there is a focus on helping students examine their own understanding of peer group
pressure, making good choices, consent and developing resiliency skills.
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Sport and Recreation

SUBJECT Sport and Recreation
CODES
LEARNING
Health and Physical Education
AREA

9HPESR
COST
$170.00+

+ Covers excursion costs

Movement & Physical Activity Component: Sport and Recreation promotes physical activity as
an important part of a healthy lifestyle. This course focuses on recreational activities available
locally outside the school environment and provides an alternative to the traditional team and
individual sports in the Health and Physical Education course. Students are introduced to and
experience a range of different recreational activities which can be accessed in the community.
Students extend their knowledge about what types of sports, activities clubs and programs are
available in the local community enabling students to be active now and into the future.
Personal, Social and Community Health component:
The students will investigate the physical, emotional and social benefits of regular, moderate
intensity physical activity and conversely report on and describe physical health conditions
attributed to a sedentary lifestyle. They will focus on encompassing health issues, including medical
conditions and injuries that impact on lifestyle, attributed to each condition.
The students will investigate a range of health related and decision making issues that impact on
athletic performance from an elite level. These will include nutrition, supplements, pressure to
perform and the role of the media, illicit and performance enhancing drugs and ethics and integrity
in sport including match fixing and gambling.
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Aqua Sport
SUBJECT Aqua Sport
CODES
LEARNING
Health & Physical Education
AREA

9HPEAS
COST
$170+

Movement & Physical Activity Component: The activities for this course are all water-based
with the primary objective of this course being the achievement of the RLSSA Bronze Medallion
accreditation. During the course of the unit, students will learn survival swimming strokes, rescue
techniques, first aid and resuscitation. (Full Bronze Medallion accreditation will only be achieved if
students successfully meet the national standards set by RLSSA). Other water-based activities
may include; Swimming, Pool Fitness, Water Volleyball, Water Polo, Sailing, Stand-up Paddle
Boarding, Water Aerobics.
Personal, Social and Community Health component: The health program has a focus on
helping students examine their own understanding of personal health, risk and consequence,
peer influence, alcohol consumption and where to seek help in the community setting. Students
will complete the RLSSA Bronze e-Lifesaving course as an introduction to the Bronze Medallion.
Students will seek opportunities to connect to the local environment and propose actions to
improve health and wellbeing in the aquatic setting.
PLEASE NOTE: Students must be able to swim competently to be able to participate in this subject.

Athlete Development Program
SUBJECT Athlete Development
CODES
LEARNING
Health & Physical Education
AREA

COST

9HPEAD
$170+

Physical Activity Component: The Athlete Development Program is a great opportunity
for students in year 9 to participate in a specialized class with likeminded individuals.
Students will access elite training facilities, specialist sports coaching, competitions,
leadership and personal development opportunities. Students will participate in engaging
specialist sport programs, develop extensive skills and be linked to external sports
pathways as either athletes, umpires or officials. The weekly sessions will comprise of the
following: coaching sessions, match play, fitness, strength and conditioning and a health
or theory session.
Personal, Social and Community Health component: The health program is based on
a values education model where there is a focus on helping athletes examine their own
and others understanding of the demands of high-performance environments, mental
health, elite sports nutrition, performance enhancing drugs in sport, inclusion and
diversity within sport, making healthy choices and developing explicit skills to cope with
external influences on decision making.
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The Arts and Technologies
Please note: Specialist programs such as Music Pit Band, Costume Design and Drama Production, students require interview
and therefore these subjects will not appear on the selection form. Students who have selected these electives have been
automatically enrolled in these classes.

Performing Arts
Production

Production Music - Pit Band (Semester 1 only)

SUBJECT Performing Arts
LEARNING
Arts-Music
AREA

CODES

9EPMB
COST
$50*

*Covers material costs

Pre-requisite: Students must have participated in the Year 8 Production Band class, play a
suitable musical instrument outside of school or by invitation only
Students will be working towards playing in the pit band for the annual school production. They
will refine their skills by preparing for and performing regularly in small groups and solo. The class
will prepare their musical scores for production, practice and rehearse in sectionals and as a
whole group. Students will be required to attend additional rehearsals closer to the performance.
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Production Audio Visual Technology- Lights & Sound (Semester 1 only)

SUBJECT Music Technology
LEARNING
Arts-Music
AREA

CODES

COST

9EPAV

$50*

This course is designed for students that want to be involved in the technical aspects of staging the
annual production. Front of House, Stage manager, Lighting console operator, Sound technician.
Stage technician. Learn to work as a team and get to work with some state of the Art digital theatre
equipment to

Advanced

SUBJECT Performing Arts
LEARNING
Arts-Music
AREA

Music (Semester 2 Only)
CODES

COST

9EMS

$25*

*Covers material costs

This course is designed for students who have an instrumental or musical background and those
who love music but have little prior experience. Students are able to play or learn an instrument in
small groups. They will have the opportunity to explore modern music genres, arrange their
favourite songs and create new masterpieces using a computer music program. Students
investigate how composers use the elements of music to enhance film and computer games and
will create their own soundtracks.

Dance - Advanced (Semester 1 & 2)

SUBJECT
Performing Arts
LEARNING AREA Arts-Dance

CODES

COST

9EDA

$60#

# covers material costs

In this course, students have the opportunity to extend their practical skills in contemporary dance
technique and hip-hop technique, from what they have learnt in Year 7 and 8. They plan,
choreograph and experiment with a range of forms, issues and styles to create dance works that
convey emotion, meaning and ideas to an audience. They explore and select appropriate dance
materials, techniques and conventions and experiment with the process of creating dance works.
Students reflect and evaluate contrasting viewpoints and interpretations of dance and use
relevant dance terminology to identify, analyze and interpret dance works. They observe,
analyze, discuss and experiment with historical and contemporary dance, discussing the
influences of society and time periods on performance work and artists.
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P Production- Drama (Semester 1 only)

SUBJECT
Performing Arts
LEARNING AREA Arts-Drama

CODES

COST

9EDRP

$50*

*Covers material costs

Must have participated in Drama semester one, participate in Drama outside of school or by
invitation only. Students work collaboratively on group performances with script excerpts,
working on production elements including directing, performing and design. Students will then
have the opportunity to devise their own pieces, participating in the investigation, development,
production and reflection of their performance. Students analyse the elements of drama in drama
they perform and view. They will have the opportunity to participate in drama excursions and
workshops with artists. In this unit, students will have the opportunity to perform for parents,
friends, and primary school students.

Drama- Advanced (Semester 2 only)

SUBJECT
Performing Arts
LEARNING AREA Arts-Drama

CODES

COST

9EDR

$50*

*Covers material costs

Pre-requisite: Must have participated in Drama semester one, participate in Drama outside of
school or by invitation only. Students work collaboratively on group performances with script
excerpts, working on production elements including directing, performing and design. Students
will then have the opportunity to devise their own pieces, participating in the investigation,
development, production and reflection of their performance. Students analyse the elements of
drama in drama they perform and view. They will have the opportunity to participate in drama
excursions and workshops with artists. In this unit, students will have the opportunity to perform
for parents, friends, and primary school students.
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The Creative Arts and Technologies
tDesign Tech – Production Costume Design (Semester 1 only) Line 2 & 6

SUBJECT Textiles and DesignProduction
LEARNING
Design Technology
AREA

CODES

9ETTP

COST

$70.00**

**Covers material costs
Prerequisite: Specialist class selected prior to elective expo

Students will design and construct costumes and costume props for the school production. They
develop skills in Design and Concept Development, fabric embellishing techniques, prop making
and garment construction using the appropriate machinery. If students intend to elect the
Experienced Textiles and Design class in semester 2 they must have completed this unit in
semester 1.

tDesign Tech– T-Shirt Printing & Wearable Art (Semester 2)

SUBJECT Textiles and Design
LEARNING
Design Technology
AREA

**Covers material costs

CODES

COST

9ETT

$70.00**

Students will design and create their own original T-shirt or fabric print using Silk-Screen Printing.
As well as experimenting with a range of fabric embellishing techniques and construction
techniques with the intention of up-cycling a pre-loved textile item into a contemporary wearable
art piece.
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Design Tech - Textiles & Design-Personal Project (Semester 2)

SUBJECT Textiles and Design
LEARNING
Design Technology
AREA

CODES

9ETTPP
COST
$70.00**

**Covers material costs

For the students that have completed Costume Design in semester 1 and now have basic
construction skills. These students will have the opportunity to choose their own project that they
will complete over the semester. This could include constructing an item of clothing or other
textile items such as a quilt, a bag, a bucket hat, a fabric doll etc. Or experimenting with various
embellishing techniques for example; silk-screen printing, tie-dyeing, embroidery, batik, etc. The
choice will be the students based on their interests and ability.
Students must have completed Costume Design in semester 1 and have basic construction skills
to successfully attempt this unit.

Food Technology- Food and Nutrition

SUBJECT Technology-Food
LEARNING
Design Technology
AREA

CODES

COST

9EFN

$ 110.00#

# Covers material costs

In year 9, students will develop basic cooking skills or continue to enhance their skills if they have
participated in the course in previous years. There is a continuing focus on safe equipment
handling and hygiene practices. The three major units of work are:
-

Asian cuisine and the flavour profiles of food;
Diet related disorders and;
Food sustainability and where our food comes from.

Each week, students will participate in both theory and practical lessons with the dishes prepared
being linked to the theory component. Students will also be given opportunities to select and
prepare dishes of their choice, connecting with the focus of their assessment tasks.
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PVisual Arts – Production Props & Scenery Design (Semester 1 only)

SUBJECT
Visual Art-Production
LEARNING AREA The Arts

CODES

**Covers material costs

COST

9EVA1
$70.00**

The set for a stage production provides the audience with the environment and mood of the show
they are about to experience. It is up to the prop and set designers to take the audience there! This
is a project-led unit where students will research professional productions and come up with design
examples that meet the production brief. Students will develop skills in prop construction, as well
as scenic painting and design.

Visual Arts – Ceramics (Semester 1 )

SUBJECT
Visual Art
LEARNING AREA The Arts

CODES

**Covers material costs

COST

9EVAC
$70.00**

Students will develop and extend their knowledge and skills from year 7 and 8, with a particular
focus on ceramic sculptures. Students will develop their ceramic skills by creating a choice of a
variety of pieces including: a refined pinch-pot sculpture, a lantern, a head planter, or other
negotiated pieces. Students may have the opportunity to sell their art work and keep the profits of
their sale at the DMS Visual Art market stall.

Visual Arts – Print Making (Semester 2 only)

SUBJECT
Visual Art
LEARNING AREA The Arts

CODES

**Covers material costs

COST

9EVAPR
$70.00**

Students will explore print making methods and techniques that draws from the organic shapes
and forms found in our environment. Experimentation of printing methods such as mono-printing
and silk-screen printing will help students gain an understanding of image transfer, along with
positive and negative space. Students will also learn how to design, carve and create a finished
print using linocut technique.

Visual Arts – Painting (Semester 2 only)

SUBJECT
Visual Art
LEARNING AREA The Arts

CODES

COST

9EVAPA
$70.00**

Using found images students will create a series of collages that will inform their paintings. Students
will explore various painting processes and techniques using a range of media such as acrylic,
watercolour and mixed media. This elective gives students the opportunity to explore the
possibilities of expression through the medium of paint and all its wonder. Students will create a
final acrylic painting on canvas.
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Media Arts
DigitMedia Arts- Film Making

SUBJECT
Film Making
LEARNING AREA The Arts- Media

CODES

**Covers material costs

COST

9EFM
$50.00**

The focus for this unit is short film construction. Students will participate in classes on green
screen use, lighting, creating custom special effects, make-up, motion graphics and Adobe
Premier Pro. Students will have the option to focus on developing short films, podcasts and digital
2D and 3D animations. The film/TV genres explored will be news and events, panel discussions,
comedy, drama and suspense. Production skills developed will include using dramatic music,
low-key lighting, slow motion, extreme close ups and sound editing to create tension. Students
will explore the conventions of creative film making to produce quality film projects.

Media ArtsMedia Arts- Graphics

SUBJECT
Digital Graphics
CODES
LEARNING AREA
The Arts-Technology

*Covers material cost

COST

9EGR

$50.00*

Digital Graphics students are introduced to a range of skills to develop artwork that combines
technology, web graphics and visual art into integrated pieces of work. Students learn the basic
creative functions of Adobe Photoshop software and digital technology. Students will make and
create various digital projects using Adobe software as well as exploring the use of cameras and
drawing tablets.
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Media Arts – Photography

SUBJECT
Photography
CODES
LEARNING AREA The Arts-Technology

**Covers material costs

COST

9EPH
$120**

Focused on Photography students will be introduced to a range of modern photography skills to
develop purposeful and well composed photographs. Students will learn the basic creative
functions of Adobe Photoshop, they will develop a thorough understanding of digital SLR cameras,
printing and display techniques. Students will study and analyse the work of other photographers,
including visits to local photographers, studios or galleries. Students will have the opportunity to
experiment with different photography genres and styles including: lighting techniques, on location
shoots, studio portraits. Throughout the unit students will develop a folio of work which will include
a range of photographic images.
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STEM (Science Technology Engineering & Maths)
MediSTEM – Robotics, Electronics & Engineering

SUBJECT
STEM-Robotics
CODES
LEARNING AREA The Arts-Technology

**Covers material costs and event registration

COST

9ESTMR
$50**

Students will use Lego EV3 Mindstorm robots to design, construct, and code robots for a
purpose. They will use these robots to participate in Australia Wide Robotic challenges
and projects that simulate real world engineering challenges including sumo battles,
rescue robots, speedsters, and soccer playing robots. They will learn how to code using
Mindstorms which can be applied to any number of languages such as scratch and
python. This will allow students to apply 21st century skills and how this relates to the real
world and future technology.

SUBJECT

STEM-Challenge

LEARNING AREA

STEM –Challenge
CODES

The Arts-Technology

9ESTMC
COST

$50**

In this elective you will learn the concepts of STEM, which is an approach to using Science,
Technology, Engineering and Maths in real world applications. Students will have the opportunity
to develop tangible skills that will make them successful in STEM related endeavours, such as
using the engineering design process to build prototypes and coding. They will also build on
intangible skills such as creativity and innovation, communication and collaboration, research and
information fluency, critical thinking, digital citizenship, problem solving, and selecting
applications effectively and productively. Students in this course may be selected to represent
Darwin Middle School in national competitions.
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Elective Choices Semester 1
This form is to help you look at the possible combinations of electives you can undertake next
year. You should fill this form out and use it to assist you when making your subject selections
online.
During 1st Semester you can make your choices from the following electives. Remember if you
are selecting a language it is for the entire year also remember you must select one Health/PE
(not just the HPE elective) somewhere in your pattern for the year.

Semester 1
Elective Line 1
Health/PE Girls
Health/PE Boys
Food & Nutrition
Language- Indonesian
Language-Chinese

Preference
Number 1-3

Production Drama 8&9
Production
Props and Sets 8&9
Production Technical
Sound & Lights 8&9

Semester 1
Elective Line 2
Health Mixed
HPE Elective
Food & Nutrition
Language- Greek
Language-Japanese
Dance
Production Drama 8&9
Production
Costumes 8&9
Production Music
Pit Band 8&9

Preference
Number 1-3

If you are not choosing a Language or Production class during Semester one make your
selections from the table below. You must choose a Health/PE class in first semester. You can
only choose from the above grid if you wish to choose Dance or F&N with your HPE subject in
semester 1. HPE Elective can only be selected if you have chosen the Health/PE compulsory as
well. When choosing HPE elective ensure you write in the HPE elective you want to choose to
help with the process.

Semester 1
Elective Line 5
Health/PE Mixed
HPE Elective
Film Making
STEM-Challenge
STEM-Robotics
Visual Arts-Ceramics

Preference
Number 1-3

Semester 1

Preference
Number 1-3

Elective Line 6
Health/PE Boys
Health/PE Girls
Photography
Media Arts Graphics
Textiles-Costumes

Important please note: You cannot select combinations from Lines 1 & 6 or 2 & 5 or 1 & 5 or
2&6 You can only choose from 1 & 2 and 5 & 6 in Semester 1.
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Elective Choices Semester 2
During 2nd Semester you can choose one from each column from the following electives. If you
have selected a language it is for the entire year so you can only then choose one subject from
the opposite column. Remembering you must select one Health/PE (not just the HPE elective)
somewhere in your pattern for the year.

Semester 2
Elective Line 1
Health/PE Girls
Health/PE Boys
Health/PE Mixed
HPE Elective
Food & Nutrition
Language- Indonesian
Language-Chinese
Dance-Advanced
Textiles I T-Shirt Printing
Visual Arts Screen Printing
Film Making
STEM-Robotics
STEM Challenge

NOTES:
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Preference
Number 1-3

Semester 2
Elective Line 2
Health/PE Girls
Health/PE Boys
Health/PE Mixed
HPE Elective
Food & Nutrition
Language- Greek
Language-Japanese
Drama -Advanced
Music
Textiles II Personal Project
Visual Arts-Painting
Photography
Media Arts-Graphics

Preference
Number 1-3

